Unpredictable pain timings lead to greater pain when people are highly intolerant of uncertainty
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Abstract

**Background and purpose:** Many psychological factors are known to influence pain perception. Among them, intolerance of uncertainty (IU) may play a key modulating role in situations where uncertainty prevails, especially uncertainty regarding the timing of painful events. The objective of this study was to explore the impact of individual differences in IU on pain perception during predictable and unpredictable stimulation timings. We hypothesized that people with high IU, as opposed to those with low IU, would perceive more pain when the timing of painful stimulations cannot be predicted, as compared to when they can.

**Methods:** Twenty (20) healthy adults, aged between 18 and 35 years old, were recruited. Painful sensations were provoked using transcutaneous electrical stimulations of the right sural nerve. By measuring IU (Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale) and subjective pain (verbal numerical rating scale), it was possible to test the relationship between IU and pain perception, by simulating predictable and unpredictable painful experiences. This was done through cued shock interval (CSI) blocks, with either variable timing or fixed timings (long or short time frame). Self-administered questionnaires were also used to measure pain hypervigilance, pain catastrophising, state anxiety, and trait anxiety.

**Results:** Pearson correlations confirmed the presence of an association \(r = 0.63\) between IU and the change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings. Importantly, this association was significant only for stimulations provided at long CSIs, indicating that higher IU scores predicted higher pain intensity scores when stimulation timings became unpredictable, and when the cued delay was long. No association was found between pain scores and other psychological variables.

**Conclusions:** Our results show that IU moderately correlates to the change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings. High IU scores were associated with a worsening of the subjective pain experience, especially during long delays in an unpredictable situation. These observations suggest that IU could be considered as a psychological variable that is able to influence pain perception in certain situations.

**Implications:** Assessing and addressing IU could be an added value in pain-related therapy, and especially in chronic pain.
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1. Introduction

Many factors, including psychological ones, influence pain perception [1-4]. Anxiety, hypervigilance to pain, and pain catastrophizing have been proven to influence pain perception [5-9]. Another psychological factor that may play a role in pain perception is intolerance of uncertainty (IU). This psychological construct can be defined as the tendency to respond to uncertain situations or events with negative emotional, cognitive, and behavioural reactions [10]. The absence of literature linking pain perception and intolerance of uncertainty shows that IU is a putative pain-related psychological factor which remains poorly studied. Previous studies have demonstrated that subjects who are intolerant of uncertainty are both more anxious [11] and more attentive to potentially dangerous situations [12], two predispositions which are known to heighten the subjective experience of pain [5,13]. IU, therefore, may be an important factor in explaining why humans differ so much in their response to pain. Specifically, IU may play a modulating role in situations where uncertainty prevails, especially when uncertainty regarding the timing of painful events abounds [14,15]. To indicate the time of onset of the stimulation, and its predictability or non-predictability, many types of cueing designs can be used, such as sound cueing and visual cueing [11,14,16]. Both variations (predictability and length of the delay before the shock) have shown their influence on pain perception [14,15,17]. Indeed, recent studies confirm that when the timing of pain cannot be fully predicted, some react quite poorly and report increased pain [14,15]. To this day, there is no consensus on the best way to create an unpredictable environment in experimental settings.

Understanding why some of us react so poorly to unpredictable pain, while others do not, may require that we pay closer attention to innate predispositions regarding IU. The objective of this study was to explore the impact of individual differences in IU on pain perception, during predictable and unpredictable stimulation timings. We hypothesized that people with high IU, as opposed to those with low IU, would perceive more pain when the timing of painful stimulations cannot be predicted, as compared to when they can.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Participants
Twenty (20) healthy adults between the ages of 18 and 35, including 10 men (mean age 22.5 ± 2.4 years) took part in this study. All participants provided written, informed consent, and the research protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Sherbrooke (CHUS).

2.2 Subjective pain intensity
Pain intensity was assessed using a verbal numerical rating scale (NRS). The scale ranged from 0-100, where 0 was defined as "no pain" and 100 was defined as "intolerable pain intensity". Numerical rating scales have excellent psychometric properties, and are very sensitive to minimally experienced changes in subjective pain [18].

2.3 Sural nerve stimulation
Painful sensations were provoked using transcutaneous electrical stimulations of the right sural nerve. The sural nerve was stimulated over its retromalleolar path. Stimulations of the sural nerve consisted in 10 electrical impulses with a wavelength of 1 ms and a frequency of 240 Hz. Prior to testing, a pre-experimental session was carried out to help participants become familiar with all electrical stimulations, to determine their pain threshold level, and to identify the stimulation intensity required to provoke a sensation of 30/100 pain (i.e., suprathreshold pain sensitivity). During the testing phase of the experiment, electrical stimulations of the sural nerve were always cued ahead of time, using a visual cue (red light) which signaled the presence of an upcoming shock. Subjects were seated 100 cm from the visual cue (home-made stimulus box containing a red light-emitting diode placed behind a translucent circular screen, 2 degrees in diameter). The visual cue was turned off one second after stimulus onset, and remained turned off until the next trial, which occurred 6 sec later. Participants were asked to provide their pain ratings during this 6 sec cue-off interval. A depiction of the cueing design is presented in Figure 1. Shocks were administered in 3 separate testing blocks: 2 fixed blocks and 1 variable block. Each fixed block contained 8 sural nerve stimulations. In fixed blocks, shocks were always presented after a fixed delay following cue onset. The cue shock interval (CSI) was always the same length in a given fixed block, either 6 or 15 sec, depending on the block. In the variable block, shocks were presented after a variable delay following cue onset. The CSI in the variable block varied between 6, 9, 12 and 15 seconds. In this block, 4 sural nerve shocks per CSI were
presented, for a total of 16 stimulations. CSIs within the variable block were always presented using the same, pre-established, random sequence. Participants were told that shocks would always be cued ahead of time, and that the CSI would remain fixed within the fixed blocks, and variable within the variable block. Regardless of block type, CSI length was never directly specified. Participants were also never told that the stimulation intensity would be kept constant throughout testing (at a stimulation intensity value required to provoke 30/100 pain). To ensure homogeneity between the group receiving variable shocks first, and the group receiving the fixed block first, the participants in these groups were matched for sex and IU score.

(Insert Figure 1)

It is important to point out that psychological variables other than IU, such as anxiety, hypervigilance to pain, and pain catastrophizing, may further contribute to the pain enhancing effects of unpredictable timing. See for instance Ruscheweyh et al. who demonstrate the enhancing effect of pain catastrophizing on pain perception [9]. To properly identify the unique contribution of each of these variables to the putative pain enhancing effects of unpredictable timing, and because these variables may explain pain enhancement as well as (or better than) IU, we included them as predictor variables in the present study.

2.4 Questionnaires

2.4.1 Intolerance of uncertainty
IU was measured using the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS) [19]. The IUS was developed to assess emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions to ambiguous situations, implications of being uncertain, and attempts to control the future [20]. It shows excellent internal consistency and good test-retest reliability [19,20]. The IUS is a 27-item questionnaire scored on a 5-point Likert scale. The IUS score varies from 27 to 135 points, where high scores represent higher levels of uncertainty.

2.4.2 Anxiety
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) was used to measure anxiety. The STAI consists in 2 20-item questionnaires scored using a 4-point Likert scale. The STAI measures a standard index of situational (state = STAI-S) and dispositional (trait = STAIT-T) anxiety. The STAI has excellent psychometric properties [5,21] and is frequently used in pain research [22-24]. High scores on the STAI (state or trait) indicate elevated levels of anxiety.

2.4.3 Pain catastrophizing
The Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) was used to measure catastrophizing thoughts related to pain. The PCS is a 13-item questionnaire using a 5-point Likert scale. Each question is part of 1 of the 3 subsections related to a construct evaluated by the PCS: rumination, magnification, and helplessness. The total score on the PCS is calculated by summing all the items (minimum score = 13, maximum score = 52). An elevated score indicates elevated catastrophic thinking. The PCS has excellent psychometric properties [22,25] and is frequently used in pain research.

2.4.4 Pain Hypervigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (PVAQ)
The Pain Hypervigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (PVAQ) was used to measure attention to pain. This scale consists in 16 items rated on a 6-point scale regarding awareness, vigilance, observation, and preoccupation with pain. PVAQ is a valid and reliable questionnaire [26]. High scores on the PVAQ indicate a greater attention to pain [27].

2.5 Experimental Protocol
Participants were first asked to read and sign the consent form, and then completed auto-administered questionnaires. Participants were then seated comfortably in a reclining chair facing the visual cue. The testing room was slightly dark, and the chair was positioned in a way so that the participant experienced minimum distractions. The skin behind the left external malleoli was exfoliated and disinfected with alcohol to assure proper contact between the stimulator and the skin. Once the electrode was installed, the pre-testing phase began. During this phase, shocks of growing intensity were delivered to determine the stimulation intensity that would be used during the testing phase (targeted initial pain intensity = 30/100). The participants were exposed to painful stimulation of a maximum of 60/100 during this phase, which allowed them to have a better knowledge of the pain scale. The actual testing phase followed. This phase, which lasted
no more than 20 minutes, included the 3 testing blocks, as explained above. To reduce expectations, participants were told that the intensity of the electrical shocks could vary. A 2-minute break was allowed between each block, to avoid pain sensitization. Once the pain and anxiety scores were collected for each shock of each 3 blocks, the subject was thanked for his participation, and received a $20 compensation to cover parking and travelling fees.

2.6 Statistical Analyses

2.6.1 Effect of unpredictable stimulation timing on subjective pain intensity
Two (2) separate mixed design ANOVAs were conducted to explore the effects of unpredictable stimulation timing on subjective pain intensity. The first ANOVA was conducted for shocks provided with short delays (i.e., 6 sec) and the second ANOVA was conducted for shocks with long delays (i.e., 15 sec). In both ANOVAs, the independent variables were Predictability (Fixed block vs Variable block), Block order (Fixed block first vs Variable block first) and Fixed block order (Fixed block 6 sec first vs Fixed block 15 sec first). The dependent variable was mean pain intensity (collapsed across stimulation trials).

2.6.2 Effect of stimulation timing delay (within the variable timing block) on subjective pain intensity
A mixed design ANOVA was conducted to explore the effects of stimulation timing delay (in the variable block) on subjective pain intensity. Independent variables included Timing (6 vs 9 vs 12 vs 15 sec) and Block order (Fixed block first vs Variable block first). Fixed block order (Fixed block 6 sec first vs Fixed block 15 sec first) was not included as an independent variable, since the data from fixed blocks were not considered in this analysis. The dependent variable was mean pain intensity (collapsed across stimulation trials). For all ANOVAs, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections for non-sphericity were applied where appropriate, and Bonferroni corrections were applied to all post-hoc analyses requiring multiple comparisons. Given our relatively small sample size, a measure of effect size ($\eta^2$) was also systematically reported.

2.6.3 Correlation analyses
To explore the relationship between the key predictor variables (i.e., IU, anxiety, hypervigilance to pain, and pain catastrophizing) and the psychophysical pain indices (i.e., pain threshold, suprathreshold pain sensitivity, and change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings), a series of Pearson product-moment correlations were done. It is important to note that the change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings was calculated by subtracting the NRS pain score experienced in the predictable timing block from the pain experienced in the unpredictable timing block. This delta score was calculated twice, namely once for shocks provided at 6 sec delays, and once for shocks provided at 15 sec delays. Thus, positive delta scores reflect the experience of greater pain during unpredictable, as opposed to predictable, timing blocks. Given the large number of correlations that were run, and given the over-conservative nature of Bonferroni corrections under such conditions, we favoured a less stringent approach, namely that of setting the conceptual unit of error (alpha level) at 0.005. In our opinion, this approach reduces the risk of committing both a type I and/or a type II error.

2.6.4 Non-parametric tests

Because of the relatively small number of subjects included in the study, and despite histograms suggesting the presence of normally distributed data, nonparametric tests were added. Results confirmed no difference between parametric and nonparametric approaches; therefore, only parametric statistics are reported.

3. Results

3.1 Effect of unpredictable stimulation timing on subjective pain intensity

For stimulations provided at short (6 sec) CSIs, results showed that subjective pain intensity did not differ between predictable and unpredictable stimulation timing blocks (i.e., no main effect of Predictability; $F_{1, 16}=0.65$, $p=0.43$; $\eta^2=0.04$). Moreover, there was no interaction of Predictability with Block order ($F_{1, 16}=0.19$, $p=0.67$; $\eta^2=0.01$), Fixed block order ($F_{1, 16}=0.34$, $p=0.57$; $\eta^2=0.02$) or both Block order and Fixed block order ($F_{1,16}=1.60$, $p=0.22$; $\eta^2=0.09$).
We also failed to find a main effect of Predictability for shocks provided at long (15 sec.) CSIs ($F_{1, 16}=1.61, p=0.22; \eta^2=0.09$). Likewise, there was no interaction of Predictability with Block order ($F_{1, 16}=0.17, p=0.69; \eta^2=0.01$), Fixed block order ($F_{1, 16}=4.25, p=0.06; \eta^2=0.21$) or both Block order and Fixed block order ($F_{1, 16}=0.50, p=0.49; \eta^2=0.03$) for stimulations provided at long CSIs. All subjective pain intensity values are presented in Table 1.

(Insert Table 1)

3.2 Effect of stimulation timing delay (within the variable timing block) on subjective pain intensity

Results showed that varying CSI length (6, 9, 12, or 15 sec) within variable timing blocks had no effect on subjective pain ratings (i.e., no main effect of Timing; $F_{3, 54}=1.85, p=0.18; \eta^2=0.09$). Timing also did not interact with Block order ($F_{3, 54}=2.86, p=0.08; \eta^2=0.14$) (see Table 2).

(Insert Table 2)

3.3 Correlation analyses

The only significant association found between our predictor variables and our psychophysical pain indices was between IU and the change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings ($r=0.63, p=0.003$; see entire correlation matrix in Table 3). This association was significant only for stimulations provided at long CSIs, suggesting that higher IU scores predicted higher pain intensity scores when stimulation timings became unpredictable and when the cued delay was long. The relationship between IU and the change in pain intensity is depicted in Figure 2. As it can be seen from this figure, the significant and positive association noted between these two variables can possibly be attributable to the values of a few participants who showed high IU and high pain variation scores. To exclude this possibility, the association between IU and the change in pain intensity was further explored using Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient. Results from this non-parametric test still revealed the presence of a significant association between IU and the change in pain intensity ($r = 0.63; p < 0.003$).
4. Discussion

In the present study, nociceptive stimuli whose onset timings could not be predicted were not experienced as more painful than nociceptive stimuli whose onset timings could be fully predicted. Despite this null effect, a substantial amount of inter-individual variability in the effect of unpredictable stimulation timing on subjective pain intensity was observed, a variability which could be related to IU. More specifically, participants who were most intolerant of uncertainty were also those who experienced the greatest increase in pain when stimulation timings changed from being predictable to unpredictable. This was most obvious when shocks were provided at long cue-shock delays, as opposed to short cue-shock delays. This is consistent with the results of a prior study published by Story and colleagues which showed that, for some individuals, the presence of a long cue-stimulus delay made the pain stimulation more aversive [28]. Story and colleagues labelled those individuals "dreaders". In fact, the authors also discovered that dreaders would rather feel strong pain right away, than feel much milder pain at some later (delayed) time. Dreaders, therefore, prefer to hasten the occurrence of pain to alleviate the trepidation brought on by delaying painful experiences. This is coherent with our findings, which suggest that highly IU participants have greater pain enhancement after long delays than after short delays. These observations may be explained by the fact that long delays enhance the build-up of anxiety and thus, tend to enhance the attention paid to upcoming noxious stimuli [11,14,29]. Future studies are needed to better understand the differences and similarities between the dread effect and IU.

Although IU clearly shared variance with the other psychological variables, no other psychological variable was related to the increase in pain when stimulation timings became unpredictable. The fact that no other psychological variables (vigilance to pain, pain catastrophizing, trait anxiety, state anxiety) predicted significant pain enhancement, suggests something quite unique to IU. The variability observed in pain enhancement scores is not only due to the predictability of the stimulation, but is mainly explained by the individual differences in IU scores. However, as shown in Table 3, the Pearson correlation coefficient between trait anxiety and the increase in pain felt at short CSIs reached 0.60; however, the relationship
between these 2 variables was not statistically significant. More studies with larger samples will be necessary to clarify this relationship between trait anxiety and pain enhancement.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to show that IU is related to an increase in pain when this pain is unpredictable. A major strength of our study is that we properly controlled for sequence effects, via randomization for block order and fixed block order. This way, we have ensured that people who felt more pain in the variable block did so because of the unpredictability of the stimuli rather than the simple fact that they could feel more pain at the beginning of the experimentation and then habituate to the nociceptive stimuli, or at the opposite, feel less pain first and then sensitize to the painful nociceptive. Finally, to ensure that the group of participants receiving the variable block first would be similar to the group receiving the fixed block first, we properly matched the individuals in these groups for sex and IU scores.

One limitation of this study is that we did not measure pain-related anxiety from trial-to-trial (although we did measure situational anxiety and found that it was not related to the amplification of pain caused by unpredictable stimulation timings). We cannot know if anxiety builds up during long CSIs, nor can we know if instantaneous fluctuations in anxiety shape the cost of unpredictability and/or mediate the link between IU and the amplification of pain caused by unpredictable stimulation timings. Thus, it would be interesting to repeat the current study while also measuring trial-to-trial fluctuations in pain–related anxiety. This would allow us to test the hypothesis that anxiety builds up during long CSI, and explain why the association between IU and pain amplification was present for long, but not for short CSIs. Future studies will also have to determine the delay length most suited to produce pain enhancement effects. Current studies involving delayed pain stimuli typically use delays which vary anywhere between 3 to 27 seconds [12,14,30,31] but there is currently no consensus on which length of delay is most appropriate.

Moreover, another limitation of our study is that it presents a small sample size (n=20) and IU scores lack variability. A future study should ensure the sampling of a larger number of participants, with a wider range of IU scores. This will surely provide a more reliable estimate of the association between IU and pain amplification. Actually, the association is sustained by a few
participants who are highly intolerant to uncertainty. A greater number of IU participants would allow confirmation that the observed association is robust, and not only driven by a few potential outliers, and that a type I error did not occur. Furthermore, the effect of other psychological variables on pain perception could be missed because of low statistical power due to small sample size, leading to a type II error. Moreover, our sample was relatively homogenous (all healthy people between 18-35 years old), thus we cannot generalize the results to the rest of the population. It would be interesting to explore additional age cohorts, and perhaps participants who suffer from either anxiety disorders or chronic pain. Future projects could analyze the distribution of IU scores in people suffering from chronic pain, and verify if the phenomenon of pain enhancement occurs under the same conditions (high IU scores and long delays) for patients with chronic pain or under different conditions than those experimented with healthy participants.

5. Conclusion
This study reveals that IU moderately correlates to the change in pain intensity provoked by unpredictable stimulation timings. This finding suggests that high IU scores predicted a worsening of the subjective pain experience, especially during long delays, in an unpredictable situation. Future studies with larger samples and more variability in IU scores are needed to confirm these results, and to verify if this phenomenon, found in long delays, is due to the build-up of anxiety.

6. Implications
In trying to understand the role of IU on pain perception, we lay the groundwork for research aimed at better understanding chronic pain. Chronic pain is a complex phenomenon that is significantly influenced by instances where the timing of painful paroxysms is fully unpredictable. If the relationship between IU and pain perception exists, IU could be recognized as a target of investigation and intervention in people suffering from chronic pain.
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### Table 1

Effect of unpredictable stimulation timing on pain intensity. No interaction was found between subjective pain intensity and the predictability of the stimulation, or the order of the block. (Mean ± Standard Error)

CSI = Cue-shock interval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed block first</th>
<th>Variable block first</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSI = 6 sec.</td>
<td>CSI = 15 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 6 sec. first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 6 sec. first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.1 ± 5.7</td>
<td>39.3 ± 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0 ± 7.5</td>
<td>38.8 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block</td>
<td>Variable block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block</td>
<td>Variable block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block</td>
<td>Variable block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block</td>
<td>Variable block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.9 ± 5.7</td>
<td>26.8 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.1 ± 5.7</td>
<td>31.6 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 6 sec. first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 6 sec. first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.7 ± 5.4</td>
<td>32.0 ± 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.3 ± 7.2</td>
<td>41.9 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
<td>Fixed block 15 sec first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.5 ± 5.4</td>
<td>28.4 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.6 ± 5.4</td>
<td>34.5 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Effect of timing delay on subjective pain. No interaction was found between subjective pain intensity and the variation of the length of the cue-shock interval, regardless of the order of the block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed block 1st</th>
<th>Variable block 1st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 sec</td>
<td>9 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.4 ± 5.1</td>
<td>35.8 ± 5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Correlation matrix. There is a strong positive link between Intolerance of uncertainty (IU) and the change in pain intensity provoked by an unpredictable timing when the cue-shock interval is long (15 sec) (r=0.63, p=0.003). Also, with the pain threshold value, we can pretty much predict the value of the pain suprathreshold (intensity of the electrical stimulation to reach 30/100 of pain) (r=0.60, p=0.005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IU</th>
<th>Hypervigilance</th>
<th>Hypervigilance</th>
<th>Catastrophizing</th>
<th>Catastrophizing</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Pain variable minus fixed at 6 sec</th>
<th>Pain variable minus fixed at 6 sec</th>
<th>Pain variable minus fixed at 15 sec</th>
<th>Pain variable minus fixed at 15 sec</th>
<th>Pain threshold</th>
<th>Pain threshold</th>
<th>Pain suprathreshold</th>
<th>Pain suprathreshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypervigilance</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophizing</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Trait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.29</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.10</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.25</strong></td>
<td>State</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>State</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.43</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.25</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.14</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.36</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.54</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.63</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.08</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant at p < 0.05
Figure 1. Experimental Design
A visual cue with a red light was presented to the participant to signal the presence of an upcoming shock (cue onset). The light remained on for the duration of the different cued shock intervals until a shock was administered. The duration varied on if the block was fixed (6 or 15 sec.) or variable (randomly sequenced 6, 9, 12, 15 sec.). The visual cue was then turned off 1 second after the shock and remained closed for 6 seconds. During this period, participants gave their pain intensity rating.
Scatter plot showing the correlation between intolerance of uncertainty and the change of pain intensity between the variable block and the fixed block for a cue-shock interval of 15 sec. A higher intolerance of uncertainty scores predicted higher pain intensity when the timing is unpredictable at 15 sec.